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Align-Pilates C Series
Platform Extender

£58.00

Product Images

Short Description

Make your Pilates reformer even more versatile with the addition of a C-Series platform extender. This works
with the mat converter (SKU - PAPMATC1MC) to create a single long bed of 2m+ on which you can perform
mat work without the carriage moving underneath you. it is finished with the same tear-resistant covering
and EVA padding so it creates a 'seamless' surface.

Why Add Accessories to a Reformer?
The accessories available for the C1 and C2 series include this 'platform extender' which requires the 'mat
convertor' to create a single flowing mat on your reformer. This allows you to perform sitting exercises the
same as you would on the floor, only it opens up the exercises to those with back problems and that find
getting up from the floor difficult.

C* Series Platform Extender for Reformer
Extending the reformer bed to allow you to perform mat work is what this great attachment will do. This
accessory, along with others like the mat convertor, actually ensures your reformer becomes even more
versatile and better value for money.

Being able to perform mat work without having to get down on the floor actually enables lots of users with
arthritis or postural issues to then be able to work on strength work for their core.
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Accessorize Your Reformer
This platform extender fits in neatly by the footbar and along with the mat converter creates one long mat on
your reformer. This is a marine ply board with the EVA padding and anti-tear cover so it matches the rest of
your reformer. Easy to slip into place - it's well worth the small additional cost.

Additional Information

SKU PAPMATC1PE

Weight 3.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Light Commercial Use

Warranty

Metal Frame & welded Components - 10 years, Wooden
Frames, Gear Bar and Foot Bar mechanisms - 5 years,
other non wear & tear - 2 years, Ropes, Straps, Spring
Clips, Handles, Fuzzies, Wheels, foot straps, Rotational
Discs & Non foam rollers - 1 year, Spri

Length Dimensions 680mm

Width Dimensions 260mm

Depth Dimensions 55mm
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